
UNDERSTANDING THE SPIRIT OF A NORM:

CHALLENGES FOR NORM-LEARNING AGENTS

Social and moral norms are a fabric for holding human societies together and
helping them to function. As such they will also become a means of evaluating the
performance of future human-machine systems. While machine ethics has offered
various approaches to endowing machines with normative competence, from the
more logic-based to the more data-based, none of the proposal so far have con-
sider the challenge of capturing the “spirit of a norm” which often eludes rigid
interpretation and complicates doing the right thing. We present some paradig-
matic scenarios across contexts to illustrate why the spirit of a norm can be
critical to make explicit and why it exposes the inadequacies of mere data-driven
“value alignment” techniques such as reinforcement learning RL for interactive,
real-time human-robot interaction. Instead, we argue that norm learning, in par-
ticular, learning to capture the spirit of a norm, requires combining common-sense
inference-based and data-driving approaches.
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Introduction

Social interactions are hard to imagine with-
out some form of norms. While norms can
describe patterns of behavior, they also can
possess moral facets of blame, praise, and
common values. What Bicchieri calls a “gram-
mar of social interactions”, norms are both a
form of behavior and a set of judgments and
expectations of how things are supposed to
be done. While not all norms are moral, even
violating social norms can elicit consterna-
tion. This applies all the more to autonomous
systems or robots that interact with peo-
ple. If such machines are seen as somewhat
intelligent, they will both navigate common
patterns of behavior and face expectations to
follow some kinds of norms Malle et al. (2019).
They could even be expected to sanction norm
violations, so as to support the coordination
of work and movement in a given social space.
These could range from a train station or a
factory floor to an elder care facility or a small
apartment. Various kinds of social roles and
authority could obtain, including who counts
as user and on what terms it is permissible to
exert control over its operation.

Norms are still more complex than has so
far been articulated in much of machine ethics
Wallach et al. (2020); Moor (2006). This is
not just due to the contradictions among set
rules, a well-worn point since Asimov. It is
that norms have implicit limits that compe-
tent agents grasp. Stopping and waiting at
a red light does not mean waiting when the
traffic light is broken and never switches to
green, nor does it mean refusing to move when
motioned to do so by an officer directing traf-
fic. Offering one’s seat to the elderly on public
transport does not mean to just offer and
remain seated. “Staying behind a line” for a
subway car does not mean standing between
that line and the track.

Norms also carry tacit assumptions
about the priorities, purposes, and
context-dependent conditions of other norms
with which they might conflict. Two adults
telling each other crude jokes would be
expected to stop upon walking into an ele-
mentary school—but if it were summer and
they were doing maintenance on that build-
ing, perhaps not. When a grocery store’s
electricity goes out or fire alarm goes off,
continuing to wait in line is not compliant
but oblivious.
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This might seem like just another kind
of common sense challenge for compu-
tational approaches, whether explicit and
rule-based or implicit and statistically-based
(cp. to Moor (2009)). As has been noted
in the machine ethics literature, the “frame
problem” suggests that AI systems will run
into formidable challenges, even with massive
amounts of training, about what consequences
are sufficient to consider to make an ethically
informed decision Briggs (2012).

But in the case of norms the problem goes
beyond when to follow a rule or conform to a
pattern of behavior. Norms and contexts can
shape each other through reasons for acting.
Children not being exposed to certain lan-
guage is part of a norm against swearing, so
when they are not in their usual place (i.e.,
not in a school building) the norm of how to
talk around children recedes. And it would be
part of responding to accusations to explain
why a norm no longer applied in a context,
just as it would why a norm has changed a
context where it is usually absent (a bartender
has had to bring their child into a rowdy bar
for a brief time).

Robots, as they move, execute tasks, and
communicate, will not always be expected
to understand and adjust to these subtleties.
Still, even with basic movement, they will
meet practices and expectations of passing
someone, letting someone through, or alerting
a person if one is moving behind them. How
would they know not just these basic expec-
tations but also their relation to other norms
(e.g. those triggered by an emergency), as well
as reasons a norm might not be followed?

In this paper we face these questions
through what one could call the “spirit
of norms”—a way to capture these often
unstated criteria for following a norm amid
changing circumstances. Our aim is to explain
what this means for machine ethics, why
it is such a crucial aspect of socially inter-
active behavior on the part of robots, and
what design challenges it presents going for-
ward. Just as norms occupy a middle ground
of social regulation, we argue, so too does
the design of robustly interactive systems:
they can neither ignore norms in their opera-
tion nor exhaustively learn all possible appli-
cations of norms. Because the training of
purely data-driven systems cannot capture
the conceptual basis for the spirit of a norm
and related justifications, we suggest how

hybrid approaches can contribute to inclu-
sive, accountable design. The chief challenge
of there being a “spirit” to norms, we hold, is
that of learning a norm adaptively, responsi-
bly, and transparently. This will not just be a
complex technical challenge but an imperative
for AI systems that would enhance a social
context.

Background and motivation

Embodied systems move into norms as they
move into the physical presence of people. The
popular robot videos from Boston Dynam-
ics elicit delight, fear, and excitement in part
because they have us reflect on what counts
as dancing, or running, or violence (when
the robot is knocked down). Appropriately
enough, given that one kind of such robot is
called a “dog,” one can be absorbed by how
animal-like, rather than anthropomorphic the
system is (just as one can remember how
robotic “dogs” are employed on the battle-
field) Carpenter (2016). Likewise, as robots
execute movements in a task environment,
they can elicit norm judgments (often posi-
tive in terms of efficiency and precision) from
their behavior. But when these systems act
in concert with others in shared space, not to
mention communicate in real-time, the stakes
are raised conceptually and ethically. Machine
ethics has tried to give philosophical shape to
what internal guidance a system could have,
whether top-down moral rules or bottom-up
via training data from modeled ideal behav-
ior Wallach et al. (2020). Often this depends
on whether behavior alone is being sought or,
more communicatively, how much a system
ought to be able to represent what it is doing
and why. The broad goal of “value alignment”
will not be sufficient if people need to know
why something was done and what would have
been done if circumstances had been different
Kasenberg et al. (2018). Whether one bases
“moral competence” of an autonomous sys-
tem on norms, utilities, rules, or virtues, the
particular application domain for a system
will shape those demands for explanation and
justification.

One danger identified in previous efforts in
machine ethics is that accountability might
be deflected from human designers, especially
if a system is promoted as an authenticated
moral agent via the algorithms and training
behind it. Still, lack of attention to social
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norms in a system’s decision-making does not
mean the system will be exempt from blame
for its actions. Attributions of agency and
patiency, Bryson (2018) as human-robot inter-
action research reminds us, are difficult to
corral, instinctual as so many are.

If systems are ever to uphold norms trans-
parently, accountably, and appropriately, It
is critical to address the practical tensions
that norms carry within them. The spirit of
a norm, we maintain, can exceed a straight-
forward formal specification of conditional
action (“do x when y obtains”), since it can
carry implicit judgments toward novel circum-
stances (where y has not yet obtained in this
particular way). The norm-sensitivity of a sys-
tem, then, involves more than an adherence
to conditionals within an expected range for
its interactants. It offers accessibility for more
subtle and delicate norm guidance on the fly.

The larger social science literature on
norms has stressed the varied directions that
research could pursue, from how norms are
internalized as individuals to their social
role in providing information and institut-
ing external obligations Legros and Cislaghi
(2020). To recall Bicchieri’s definition, norms
are a “grammar of social interactions,” that
constitute expectations of what other agents
will do, with the added judgment and sanc-
tioning practice of what they should do Bic-
chieri (2005). In this paper we use this basic
definition as a guide, recognizing that social
norms can differ in function and degree from
“moral” norms if those are taken as “uncon-
ditional imperatives” Bicchieri et al. (2018).

That said, in the case of human-robot
interaction (HRI), among other fields, the
line between social norms that define what
is acceptable and moral norms that mark off
what is worth censuring or blame is difficult
to draw sharply without losing empirical accu-
racy. For the person who needs to trust in a
system’s performance, the violation of a social
norm can point to various moral implications
Kuipers (2018). The requirements for norm
competence have recently been sketched by
Malle et al. Malle et al. (2019), for lack of
a computational model that directly focuses
on their representation. They point out that
norms have a “prevalence” component that
registers the external regularity of people fol-
lowing a normative pattern of action and a
“demand” component that represents the way
norms shape decisions and incur enforcement
by a community Malle et al. (2021). Social

norms have both a prevalence and demand
component when it comes to robotic action
in shared space, though the evaluative terms
associated with social norms may be less
charged than norms typically designated as
moral norms.

Machine ethics has tackled norms in direct
and indirect fashion, including machine learn-
ing techniques to identify norms as upshots
from training Fernandes et al. (2020); Shen
et al. (2022); Nahian et al. (2020). Though
there has been increasing emphasis on ver-
ifiability and explicitness around principles
Umbrello and Yampolskiy (2022); Kim et al.
(2021), it remains a practical challenge for an
AI system represents a norm as a patent jus-
tification or hypothesis for action. A prospec-
tive, contestable use of norms makes it diffi-
cult to train a machine on a “norm bank” Choi
(2021) in order to claim an isolable inference
is being made from a norm. Work in social
robotics and planning has rightly identified
the difficulty of representing explicit norms
in the reasoning of a system Carlucci et al.
(2015).

Coggins and Steinert have recently chal-
lenged the very idea of norm-compliant robots
as a design objective Coggins and Stein-
ert (2023). Norms can lock in outmoded
or oppressive societal practices, as well as
marginalize certain groups who lack the social
leverage to change them, so robots who
remain bound by current norms may function-
ally resist needed social change. While this
critique deserves a more thorough response,
for the purposes of this paper we would note
that practices of change themselves can and
in some cases must rely upon norms. The con-
text of design, use, and implementation of
certain norms over others will of course be
paramount for pursuing more just forms of
norm-compliance, but interactive systems will
be hard pressed to ignore them altogether.

With these considerations in mind, this
paper seeks to explore what reasoning about
norms and applying a given norm to con-
crete actions would mean. We put forward the
“spirit of a norm” as a mediating category
between the prevalence and demand features
of norms: an integrative component that seeks
to preserve and encourage communal commit-
ment to what it is about a norm that is most
important to uphold.

The spirit of a norm is not only a
logistical challenge to formalizing rules but
also a socially pragmatic challenge to the
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reliance on data and training (simulated or
in the wild). It refers both to what stabilizes
norm-compliance and what keeps it respon-
sive changing relationships, facts, and needs
in a social context.

The recent travails of COVID regulations
and compliance have underscored how the
tension between rigidity and resilience can
unfold: people can use different rationaliza-
tions both before and after acting to justify
deviance from a regulation or norm Har-
ris (2020). Robots operating in a hospital
and tasked with keeping such regulations or
related protocols might eventually face verbal
interaction involving such reasons—how will
they accountably decide to respond?

In previous work we have argued that
exceptions to certain ways of fulfilling norms
can actually constitute part of those norms,
and indeed that competence with norms often
means knowing common exceptions (a waiter
clearing a plate from the table seeing that
a diner is trying to eat more off it) Sarathy
et al. (2019). While in some cases there
might be repairs or adjustments to navigate
a norm-informed interaction (“I’m sorry, I
thought you were done with your meal”), the
“spirit” of a norm represents an implicit set of
presuppositions that norms entail in uncertain
or unexpected circumstances. These may lead
to more than slight adjustments, but in fact
demand more drastic changes. While recog-
nized in brief form in earlier work Arnold and
Scheutz (2022), the idea has not been elab-
orated enough to suggest a distinct research
objective for machine ethics. In the following
section we explore three hypothetical cases
where the spirit of a norm, as a feature of the
norm itself, comes to the fore.

Three scenarios

We here introduce three specific interactive
scenarios to show the persistent challenge of
norms as both explicit and adaptive to nov-
elty. The scenarios illustrate why norms are
so difficult to disentangle from social interac-
tion writ large, as well as why operating in
shared space is interactive along many dimen-
sions. They also present an ongoing challenge
to design norm competence that is reliable,
yet restricted, adapting to the spirit of a
norm while not inviting illusory projections

of awareness and sensitivity. Managing rela-
tional expectations while upholding impor-
tant norms in common spaces suggests that
neither deduction from top-down rules nor
bottom-up induction over data will alone be
sufficient as methods.

Grocery store

Recently grocery stores have been introduc-
ing robots in their aisles as a promotional
foray into customer-robot dynamics. While
it is not yet clear what the standard tasks
or functions of a grocery store robot are, it
provides an apt illustration of where various
norms would come into play as a robot roamed
the store and mingled with shoppers. Due to
the implementation of “Marty” at some gro-
cery stores during the pandemic, there have
already been questions about social distancing
and this robot’s possible interference in the
aisles Turmelle (2020). There are many other
set rules, naturally, that could be stretched
or broken in face of other priorities—escaping
fire might justify not picking up or even
paying for an item one takes from a shelf.

We can identify at least three main
norm-related conflicts to manage. First, there
might be competing norms, where the ques-
tion is which one to prioritize. Should a robot
cease its cleaning operation during a fire alarm
or medical emergency, perhaps to maintain
safety by not obstructing a walkway? Sec-
ond, there are also boundaries to where a
norm applies—for instance, the area beyond a
cash register (where people have already paid)
and the space in front of it. The robot might
not clean beyond a certain area, even when
called to do so. But there is a third compli-
cation that one might call implicit purposes
for norms, that regulate to what extent and
in what form a norm is upheld. These may be
surrounding standards by which norm’s limits
are determined, for example fairness, equality,
and dignity. For instance, if a usual norm is
suspended (allowing people to cut a line) in
one case, it will be seen by other customers
who might infer that they also should get the
benefits of such norm loosening.

Public crosswalk

While a store may operate with broadly
understood roles like those of customer,
cashier, and attendant, other public spaces
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pose a more open-ended landscape of social
positions and obligations. What it means for
a robot to operate in a street became all
too clear in a recent case from Pittsburgh,
where a delivery robot blocked a person using
a wheelchair from making it across a cross-
walk Martines (2019). The robot remained in
the middle of a curb cut, a pause for a light
on the verge of turning to stop. The func-
tion of delivering food was being carried out,
it was just that other people in that public
space were trying to move and live according
to all their various purposes (some of them,
perhaps, delivering goods as well). The norm
of not crossing until clearly permitted by a
light, or keeping a reasonable distance from
other people, had an implicit “spirit” attached
to it—not interfering with a person who has
no other path but through one’s own loca-
tion. There is a myriad of even starker cases of
norm conflict and norm resolution to imagine
for just this setting.

Hospital hallway

With the onset of COVID and the demands
for sterile clinical spaces and effective forms
of social distancing, robots have emerged even
more strongly in the minds of those envi-
sioning how medical facilities can operate
without the typical contact and proximity
of human caregivers. The TUG robot Bloss
(2011) delivers supplies while maneuvering
through hospital hallways, and companion
robots have long been tested as interactive
assurance for worried patients (especially chil-
dren) ScienceDaily (2021). While social dis-
tancing might mean fewer people with whom
an autonomous system would need to inter-
act, a robot’s material sterility offers a chance
to channel, if not provide independently, a
social presence. The deathbed farewells over
FaceTime have now become, tragically, a
familiar task for clinicians to provide, but
one can easily, if not happily, imagine other
forms of technologically-generated interaction
for those in care. It was presumably the trau-
matic and confusing times of being alone while
suffering that led one woman to cry out to
Alexa for help hours before she passed away.

Setting aside charged interaction in clini-
cal spaces, even the negotiation of a hallway
by a delivery robot meets with normative
expectations. Being addressed for information
by visitors or patients, having to move with-
out blocking or scaring people, moving at a

speed that others can adjust to and rely upon:
these are norms that are largely unstated but,
when violated, show some of their purpose.
The spirit of a greeting norm—reciprocating
an address, especially if there is a question
directed to the addressee—is not to overturn
norms of movement and space-taking: stop-
ping the middle of a busy hallway is not a
good fulfillment of a greeting norm. Being
a non-threatening presence around children
does not mean playing a game with them
while others are making their way to an
appointment.

The Middle Ground of Norms

Designing robotic systems to fulfill norms
involves at least a thorny predicament, if
not always an outright dilemma. A thor-
ough understanding of when and where a
norm applies will not be possible on the basis
of prior examples alone, if that means only
the data of sanctioning or non-sanctioning
behavior used for reinforcement learning (RL)
approaches. The conjunction of one type of
behavior with blame or praise (or similar pos-
itive or negative feedback) need not impart
any reason as to why a norm was enforced in
one case and not another. If an unattended
plate of cookies with the sign “Take One”
reflected a strict norm, any number of inter-
pretations could be still technically correct. It
could mean that other colleagues can take one
but the person inviting them will take back
the dish and whatever remains on it, tech-
nically not taking more than one cookie but
ending up with many of them. These kind of
exploits are part of why RL systems can be
successful in finding ways of maximizing util-
ity in a given environment (especially ones,
as with video games, where an entire space
can be explored and exploited) Shao et al.
(2019). On the rule side, simply adding qual-
ifying riders to the norm’s specification may
still not capture what we call its spirit. There
are features of the environment that do not
depend on fuller description to determine a
norm’s extent, but on a different apprehen-
sion of surrounding circumstances or condi-
tions. A norm of distancing (especially apt
in these pandemic times) might be suspended
in a case of flood or other immediate and
pressing threats to physical safety. Similarly,
norms that apply in roughly marked contexts
(inside or outside a store, or between store
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and street) are not always improved by mak-
ing ever more elaborate spatial identifications
(defining the threshold between in and out by
inches rather than leaving that transitional
area vague might be even less functional, not
more so).

Some commentators on machine ethics
have taken these ambiguities as part of why
any morally explicit forms of internal robotic
guidance are misguided van Wynsberghe and
Robbins (2019). Not only could robots han-
dle these situations badly, but they might
also be deceptive in presenting “moral” rea-
soning they in fact lack. claimed. The very
means by which a robot could make an ethi-
cally informed decision might be the opening
a bad actor could exploit to turn it toward an
evil or perverse incentive Vanderelst and Win-
field (2018). Likewise, norms might change
more rapidly than what is encoded and
implemented Coggins and Steinert (2023). If
norm-based reasoning is so vulnerable to hav-
ing the wrong norms encoded or employed,
why try?

The chief weakness of these critiques is that
error, deception, and evil intent can as eas-
ily leverage a norm-free system as it can a
norm-guided system. In the case of algorith-
mic systems designed with little or no con-
sideration of possible norm violations, lacking
norms is all the more convenient for bypassing
values-based design altogether. Indeed, it risks
complicity with recklessly applied opaque sys-
tems to say that explicit norm formulation in
decision-making is impossible to get right any-
way. Moreover, once social spaces are entered
interactively, norms are at work regardless of
how explicitly the systems can treat them.
The question in all cases is how the norms
are best upheld. Closing off avenues of norm
recognition may endanger them overall more
than iterative refinements to formulate them
better. The concern of overselling something
as “moral” only underscores, as many efforts
in AI “explainability” have, where explicit
judgments can be located and criticized, lest
opacity be accepted as a necessity for any AI
system’s judgments. It is to related questions
of social reception that we now turn.

Letter vs. Spirit Interpretation

The function of the spirit of a norm can be
seen when the “letter” of a norm or request is
followed instead. In a fiery discussion, when a

moderator reminds a frequent interruptor to
“please stop talking, we want to hear this per-
son finish,” the letter interpretation might be
to stop talking for the rest of the discussion.
When the interruptor is invited to comment
and just shakes his head with his lips tightly
closed, the reaction will not be that he takes
“stop talking” seriously, but that he is churl-
ish. Following the letter, but not the spirit of a
norm will thus not result so much in sanction-
ing typical for violations (whether reprimand,
fine, or imprisonment) but a broader range of
implicit or explicit disapproval: rolling one’s
eyes, shaking of a head, quite possibly a loss of
trust in in the performer. The spirit of a norm
is a social challenge to learn, as observers
and enforcers have many reactions and cues
to signal the norm is being lost as it being
applied.

In line with this facet of norms, kids seem
to become more focused on the spirit rather
than the letter interpretation of a principle
as they grow older Bregant et al. (2019).
This indicates that as their cognitive system
evolves, they are able to understand and focus
on the intention behind a principle, rather
than its literal interpretation. This in some
respects resembles efforts for robots to under-
stand indirect requests, which are not always
direct questions Briggs et al. (2017).

Norms and Context in Mutual Formation

As previously discussed, norms are not
just prevalent behavior, but a demand on
behavior to come. Thus, norm competence
extends beyond than available actions within
presently existing conditions. It includes
counterfactual variations that justify or
explain why the actual performance was
decided upon, what possible actions would
have been taken in different circumstances.
Our three scenarios show how context can
govern how far those norms apply. Outside of
a public road a mobile robot will not be bound
by a walk sign, likewise for a robot moving
between a sterilized space to a public area
of a hospital. At the same time, the current
context should not be thought of as defining
norms, without any formative influence from
norms themselves. Upon reflection, we realize
ordinary norms can sometimes change how a
context is to be identified. A person who needs
medical assistance in a library may override
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the usual expectation of silence from the emer-
gency medical technicians (EMTs) who enter.
If that person is transported through different
areas on the way out (e.g., office, bookstore),
the emergency situation shapes them to be
more like one another. So recognizing what is
done is such a situation (including not both-
ering the EMTs with other requests) traverses
and connects typically distinct contexts into a
unified territory where the norm still applies
(one might alternatively say these contexts
can constitute a broader norm context).

This point is critical for thinking about
how norms and contexts are learned, what
prescriptions, permissions, and prohibitions
do and do not carry over. The spirit of a
norm designates what reasons and priorities
justify those traversals, and how to identify
what those contexts share that invite them. In
the EMT example, the suspension of ordinary
activity would not apply to a utility room
where an electrician was making a critical
repair to the building’s circuitry. The spirit of
a medical emergency norm means that other
urgent, safety-related actions in a given space
are not expected to adapt the way a bookstore
or registrar’s office might.

It is worth acknowledging again that norms
run the gamut from social regularities that are
instrumental for a clear purpose (a line form-
ing here rather than there) to more morally
charged demands whose violation incur sanc-
tion (helping someone up who has fallen down
in the line). At the same time, the distinction
itself seems in need of practical mapping and
contextual nuance (breaking in line carries
different weight depending on what is being
waited for).

Restricted and Reliable: Striking the Right
Balance in Norm Competence

How does a system convey its true norm
competence? The upside of acting with the
“spirit” of a norm is a greater trust and facil-
ity among other people with whom one is
interacting, including an attribution of being
responsible, considerate, etc. In the case of a
robot, it may also invite attributions of under-
standing, patiency, and sensitivity that the
robot does not possess. Even observing robot
touch can elicit various attributions (often
gender-dependent) about its social compe-
tence Arnold and Scheutz (2018). How can
a responsibly designed robot convey some

form of norm understanding without evok-
ing, if unintentionally, a more sensitive and
wise grasp of fairness or suffering than it truly
possesses? This risk applies all the more in
the case of RL agents, where projections of
explicit reasoning may misrepresent how they
work.

What the spirit of a norm reflects is that
true norm fulfillment comes not through sheer
rigidity, but rather an acceptable modula-
tion of behavior amid the demands of other
norms and relatively novel circumstances.
Being adaptive enough to fulfill a norm means
the application of a rule may develop contours
through previous encounters of analogous
cases Forbus (2019). At the same time, fulfill-
ing a norm also entails an accessibility to chal-
lenge, accounting, and sanction by a larger
community. Agents often will need to offer
explicit reasons that can be tested, corrected,
and developed in the course of discussing
them with others. Thus, being adaptive—even
with massive amounts of training data—is no
excuse for being opaque.

Presented in these abstract terms, it seems
difficult to pin down how AI systems ought
to manage these challenges. Some work in
explainability has at least tried to resolve
some of these tensions, but these largely
concentrate on causal, as opposed to nor-
mative force Miller (2018). The difference is
paramount for human-machine systems, since
accounting for a cause that something hap-
pened may be sorely lacking as an account or
moral justification for what happened. Like-
wise, projecting a likely outcome of a certain
action may not speak at all to whether the
predicted course of action threatens to vio-
late a norm (not to mention what alternative
courses of action would be preferable as a
result).

Norm competence, then, is about uphold-
ing with transparency what keeps a norm from
being pointless or irrelevant. The accompany-
ing problem is how to represent enough about
a norm to make an agent reliable, transpar-
ent, and assistive while not suggesting that
the system is drawing upon subtle feelings or
superior discernment about how norms work.
Were that suggestion of sophistication to be
generated beyond the system’s actual techni-
cal operation, a robotic implementation would
run greater risk of disappointment, pain, and
a loss of dignity. How can systems present
restricted norm competence without overstat-
ing the extent of that competence? How does
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equipping systems with norm recognition pre-
vent normative manipulation of interactants
into trusting them?

Neutralization and Norm Negation

One vulnerability in norm awareness might,
of course, stem from a malign agent gaining
access to and changing a system’s specifica-
tions from the outside Vanderelst and Win-
field (2018). Besides the broad challenge of
hacking (which applies across various forms
of computer systems), we find it worth men-
tioning one final problem with capturing the
spirit of a norm: norm negation and neu-
tralization. As shown in their classic paper,
Sykes and Matza lay out five ways that norms
can be neutralized in order to justify an
agent’s delinquency Sykes and Matza (1957).
Appeals, some no doubt in bad faith, can
be made to why deviation does not injure
other parties, or why it fulfills higher norms
or priorities. How will a robot engaged in dia-
logue respond to these appeals on the part
of those who might be violating a norm for
bad interests? Here again, this might prompt
some to scrap the project of norm compli-
ance as too difficult and unwieldy, perhaps
with a “dark side” of manipulation possible
Vanderelst and Winfield (2018). This, how-
ever, still leaves the question of competent
interaction in an environment of norms unan-
swered. What seems more justifiable is a set
of prompts and explicit articulation of how
far the robot can go in reasoning about norms
(and indeed, whether such explicit reason-
ing takes place at all). The grocery store
robots cannot reason about medical proto-
cols, though a doctor tending to a fainting
customer might have to do so. There has to
be norm integrity and norm fragility, where
larger purposes will not be impeded but not
just any rationalization will manipulate the
robot. How can systems have restricted norm
competence and not invite appeals beyond
that limit?

The Norm-Representation Failure of
RL-based Algorithms

A common approach to normative behavior
from proponents of “implicit ethical agents”
Moor (2009) is to not represent norms in an
agent in the first place, but to let the agent

learn how to behave in a non-conforming man-
ner, e.g., from observing human behavior Rus-
sell et al. (2015). The claim is that there are
simply too many norms to be hand-coded or
engineered into the agent, and that algorithms
trained via Inverse Reinforcement Learning
(IRL) (or its variants) will eventually, given
enough good observations, learn an appro-
priate value function which they can use
to learn a policy (e.g., through RL) that
is consistent with human norms Milli et al.
(2017). Their “values” are aligned with human
values—even though “value” here is equivo-
cating because RL-based values (such as Q
values, or expected utilities) may not serve
as “values” gauged cognitively and affectively
in moral reasoning Greene (2014). Instead, if
anything is aligned, then it is dispositions:
in situation S, both agents are (ideally) dis-
posed to perform (or refrain from performing)
action A. The difficulty, of course, with learn-
ing norms from observed behavior alone is
that it is not possible to distinguish an action
A performed in C because it is obligatory
from one performed because it has the highest
expected reward. Conversely, A not being per-
formed in C might mean very different things
normatively—it may be permissible not to
perform it or prohibited. But it is not pos-
sible to determine from its absence whether
an action is prohibited. If A is prohibited in
C, then if the learner never observes A in C,
it could also be because A in C is subop-
timal. Alternatively, if A is exhibited in C,
the learner cannot infer that A is permitted
in C because the performer might have vio-
lated a prohibition to perform A in C (and
was not sanctioned, hence the violation could
not be detected). Yet, there is a critical dif-
ference between failure to meet obligations
and a failure to perform the best action in a
given context: the latter will simply fail to get
the agent the best possible reward, while the
former might break the law.

In defense of IRL, one could argue that as
long as the agent conforms to human norms
by way of its behavior, it does not matter
whether it could discriminate between obli-
gation and optionality, and permission and
prohibition. Yet, not being able to do so
has serious shortcomings that will ultimately
make such norm learners unfit for human
societies. For one, it is not clear whether
the above method allows the learner to gen-
eralize properly to unobserved contexts and
actions as often required by the spirit of a
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norm. In human daily life, there are sim-
ply too many coincidental aspects of human
actions (depending on the context in which
an action is performed and the performer’s
goal, role, etc.) for a learner to get a good
enough representative sample to make mean-
ingful generalizations from observed behavior
alone.

If the agent never observes pushing another
person (because pushing is in general not
allowed), and a careless distracted pedestrian
crossing the street is about to be run over by
a rapidly approaching truck, the agent should
push them out of harms way (violating one
norm to follow another, “inflict some physi-
cal harm to prevent worse harm”). An IRL
learner having seen pushing before in different
contexts, but not in this one, will not push,
it has no incentive to do so (for it to push, it
would need to be rewarded for the other per-
son not being harmed, but that aspect will
typically not be part of its learned reward
function; and, in general, it is not clear how
broad and wide the scope then would have to
be in order to include the effects of large and
longer causal chains of performed or omitted
actions). While reward shaping on the learned
reward structure might be able to help in some
cases, it will likely miss important modifica-
tions (e.g., if the observed scene and action is
being filmed as part of a movie shot).

The spirit of a norm significantly exacer-
bates the above shortcoming because it allows
for a broader range of observed human behav-
iors that, while not ideal, are strictly speaking
still not violations. Putting kids on a leash
to obey the prescription to “not leave your
kids unattended” would raise eyebrows, even
though it does not violate a law. Remaining
stopped at a red light at an intersection with
no cross traffic. and not moving out of the
way when a rapidly approaching car is about
to crash into the stopped vehicle, is following
the law, but it is not in the spirit of the law
(to regulate traffic and avoid harm).

What the spirit of a norm underscores is
that immediate and direct blame is much
more difficult to model when a norm is atypi-
cally and oddly upheld. The person who does
not “get” that spirit is frustrating precisely
because they are, technically, following a basic
rule or norm. The person whose 12 items in
the grocery are all giant cases of bottles or
cleaning goods has not violated a “12 items
or less” direction, but everyone behind them
may stew and roll their eyes. They are not

immoral, perhaps, but they are exasperating
and inconsiderate. What kind of correction
or adjustment to norm-following would make
sense in such cases, especially in real-time?

In resolving norms practically, what helps
immensely are modular reasons and concepts
that can guide action. If a manager deter-
mines that the surface of a floor has, because
of a unprecedented spill, become unsafe, they
might need to communicate “Clean another
aisle, this one is not safe”. The training that
a robot like Marty has so far received about
its spill detection behavior may have yielded
no relationship between prior abnormalities
on the shop floor and its cleaning task, and
there would be no time for it to try out its
mopping on the current spill. Instead, it needs
an explicit enough consideration to adjust its
upholding of a norm while still holding on to
its general force in other cases.

The power of RL/IRL approaches—now
commonly, though dubiously, granted sole
ownership of the title “value alignment”—are
to exploit what is not specified or expressly
coded from “above,” so to speak. The heel
of that particular Achilles will be acquiring
the concepts that spell the difference between
competence with a norm and asocial (some-
times social, sometimes anti-social, without
a dependable means of telling when or why)
compliance.

Norm Learning: A Convening Challenge

The spirit of a norm is what preserves its
integrity amid other norms, assumed condi-
tions, and contexts. As our preceding discus-
sion suggests, resolving such a spirit is not as
easy as a higher-order rule or an optimizing
utility. This is not only a problem for a sys-
tem remaining explicit in its reasons for action
to keep them accountable and revisable. It
also convenes an accompanying challenge for
a socially interactive system to learn about
norms. How can learning both be dynamic
enough to be instructed in changing circum-
stances while genuinely learning a functional,
accessible, identifiable norm? Dynamic learn-
ing, we propose, is an intersection of inquiry
where various AI approaches could propose
how to meet the explicit and implicit needs of
acting in a normative space.

It is important to distinguish learning
norms from the usual reinforcement learn-
ing framework of learning optimal policies or
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state-action pairs. In the latter case, of course,
the task is learning what the best action is
given a particular state (factoring in what
future rewards it could lead to through sub-
sequent states and actions). Learning a norm,
on the other hand, means finding the prescrip-
tive entity or entities that themselves apply to
actions in a context. They are explicit means
of evaluation that occur amidst action, in
some cases through sanctioning.

Once could argue that recent advances
in RL with human feedback (RLHF), as it
is used for fine-tuning training large lan-
guage models (LLMs), might be of help here
Ouyang et al. (2022). One could imagine using
LLMs to generate various norm contexts and
ask humans about different actions in those
contexts, using human preferences to learn
a reward model for the RL algorithm that
is subsequently used to update the agent’s
norm-following policy. But as improvements
to the agent’s behavior are likely (as they are
with LLMs), they will only be incremental
and difficult to imagine getting at the “spirit
of the norm.” Just consider the question of
how many such feedback examples contrast-
ing different actions in different norm contexts
would be necessary to capture the spirit of
normative requests such as “wait for your
turn” or “show her some respect:” 100, 1000,
more? While it is easy to generate any number
of norm context variations automatically, it is
unclear what coverage and thus human com-
parative experiments are needed for different
types of norms, especially those fairly broadly
applicable ones. In addition to the question
of how many examples will be needed, it is
unclear whether a reward model trained from
human feedback based on comparisons of dif-
ferent actions in a normative contexts makes
sense normatively if the actions are equally
bad from a normative point of view and thus
hard to compare. And if the reward model is
trained with a “moral score” there might be
too much divergence among labelers to reveal
a clear preference. The general problem here
is that in cases of norm violations, and espe-
cially those with norm conflicts, there is often
no right answer but the answer depends on the
circumstances and how people interpret them
and argue with respect to principles to justify
choices and actions. The RLHF setting is sim-
ply not designed to deal with the complexity
of human normative judgments.

The point thus remains that inferring
what actions fulfill a norm, and in particular

what fulfills the spirit of a norm, compli-
cates state-action pairing as the only learned
regularity. A norm is much more than a
state feature (though it can be constituted
in part by it). As we will point out below,
norms can apply to disparate states with-
out depending on a definite set of common
features, hence relying on common state fea-
tures to generalize from learned states to new
states will not work (as would be required
for various machine learning techniques, like
reward shaping). Norms thus serve as stan-
dards that both draw upon usual behavior
but also have a conceptual and counterfac-
tual element of how actual performance has
fallen short. Tracking or registering a norm, in
other words, may require the use of analogy
in order to offer a reason why an unexpected
state calls for a certain action to conform to
a norm Forbus et al. (2020).

Features and Multiple Realizability

How can an entity like a norm be learned in a
way that remains explicit, accountable, revis-
able, and accessible? One way to think about
norm learning is through an analogy with
functionalism. Putnam famously proposed, as
a way of presenting a functionalist account of
mind, that certain states could be “multiply
realizable” Putnam (1967). That is, different
physical states could achieve the same mental
state (e.g., pain in various species of animal).
Accordingly, just as functional states of mind
would be realized in different physical systems
(leaving aside for now the debate of how differ-
ent they could be), so norms could be seen as
a constant function across different instantia-
tions. A store need not sell the same products,
have the same layout, or the same checkout
procedure to enforce a norm of paying for an
item before one exits. But what would be the
constant data structure or rule set that a sys-
tem could apply and infer actions from across
different stores? Further, what would be the
spirit of that norm that could accommodate
nuances and variations that norm followers
implicitly understand (e.g., being asked by a
clerk to pay outside the store at a checkout
counter they have set up there)? Again, such
a spirit reflects how norm competence means
knowing certain basic limitations, edge cases,
and larger frames of reference for how a norm
is sustained and defended.

The idea of norms as multiply realizable
among different contexts suggests how norm
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learning will require finer details as to what
delineates a norm than reading off a set
of prescriptions and prohibitions attached to
specified states. There might not be a distinct
prescription and/or prohibition that applies
to every context where the norm functions,
just as the range of states where the norm
applies might not all share a common aspect.
The spirit of a norm, as a function and con-
text is being learned, could be seen as a
cluster concept, where a concentration of over-
laps marks discernible norms. The various
instances of the norm being followed may
overlap in various features without one or
more features being a constant through all of
them.

A system could cite a number of these sets
of shared aspects as a way of projecting a
norm into a new context. The place to pur-
chase an item could roughly amass cases of
exchange at some forms of barriers (a counter,
a desk, a cash register, perhaps a self-checkout
scanner), without asserting that all the cases
of sales must have a barrier.

Norm learning would mean coming to rec-
ognize, even in novel circumstances, when a
norm applies. While generating an explicit
deontic norm representation from data may
not be possible (for reasons we have dis-
cussed), there may also be features learned
through RL-based means that elaborate how
a norm works. Alongside other norms, its
“spirit” could have unanticipated but instruc-
tive regularities gleaned from observations.
Returning to our analogies, there may be
revealing patterns in moving in hospital walk-
ways that people do not show in stores that
an pattern-based RL-learner might pick up.

We call this a convening challenge because
how tradeoffs between stable concepts and
updated data require more concerted artic-
ulation than has so far been attempted in
dealing with norms. New data does not always
license the identification of a new norm, but
instead might broaden how a norm is real-
ized. At the same time, the representation of
conditions a system includes in its inference
of norm-compliant action can be subject to
revision. If that revision is only through train-
ing (perhaps a motion plan that is too precise
for verbal directions), then explicit interaction
over that revision may be largely pointless.
But if natural language in real-time is able
to say what is allowed or not, what a vio-
lation is or is not, then a system should be

able to revise an accessible representation in
its architecture.

The spirit of a norm encapsulates how
norms work across contexts and represents
a type of cluster concept for mapping states
onto permissions, prohibitions, and obliga-
tions. While a norm might be learned dis-
tinctly in one context, what carries over
in strength and relative priority with other
norms in other contexts is yet another learn-
ing challenge.

This seems especially critical to tackle
given the different roles of sanctioning across
social and/or moral norms, including how
artificial agents relate to sanctioning practices
Sarathy et al. (2019); Jackson and Williams
(2019). There are a host of social attributions
that could lead to robots eliciting confusion or
incurring blame as agents in shared space, but
for norm learning the primary question might
be how observed sanctioning contributes to
building a properly scoped norm representa-
tion? Would a sanction of an action reclassify
previous instances of an action that had been
observed or attempted, or would that be held
for later determination? Ideally a norm learn-
ing approach would learn from instruction in
generalizable, shared concepts of what feature
of an action in a particular context was wrong
and which features were acceptable.

Affordances, Appropriate Uses, and the
Scope of Realization

The example of learning the affordances of
an object is a distinctively instructive analogy
to learning norms in a dynamic environment.
What the use of an object presents in one
context may carry very different practical
implications from its use in another. Watching
a tennis coach swing a racket near a stu-
dent may look similar to a violent swing of
a weapon, both in terms of speed and rel-
ative proximity to another person. A heavy
paperweight on a desk, when picked up and
raised above a cowering person’s head, may
have lost connection with keeping notes from
slipping off of a desk. On the one hand, one
might say that no amount of rules could
capture all possible uses of such objects,
meaning that rule-based interpretations of
an action could be too constricted. On the
other hand, the generalization principle works
against data-driven machine learning as well,
since those approaches have no recourse to
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top-down abstraction to curate a set of experi-
enced objects (by weight, shape, texture, and
ease of holding) without the interference of
irrelevant aspects (color, texture, noise made
from internal loose parts). One could make a
related analogy about doorstops, which come
in a vast array of shapes but possess some
rough constants of weight, height, and trac-
tion on a floor that pertain to their chief
function. These allow for one to see a new
object and justify why it could or could not
serve as a doorstop. In terms of projecting and
applying a concept to fresh circumstances, it
seems more promising to have an explicit con-
cept to organize and consolidate a system’s
perceptions than to hope that reinforcement
will distill a concept of doorstops from such
perceptions alone.

Towards Learning the Spirit of a Norm

The above discussion points to the challenges
with standard “value alignment” approaches
that attempt to learn action policies that map
states to actions in a way that maximizes
the agent’s reward based on a reward func-
tion it learned from observing human behavior
(e.g., through IRL). Instead of this two-phase
process—first learning the human’s reward
function spelled out in terms of some features
that might not be sufficient or relevant—we
propose a four-step learning process (where
learning of the four parts could be inter-
twined) that has the advantage of being
explicit, accountable, revisable, and accessible
and allows a learner to engage in dialogues
about the principles it learned and how it used
them:

1. learn how environmental states S are
related to norm contexts NC

2. learn explicit norm representations N of
norms that apply in NC (in some formal
language with clearly defined semantics)

3. learn which consistent subset of all appli-
cable norms N in NC to follow (this
subset might be subject to change)

4. based on the chosen consistent subset
of applicable norms, learn which actions
maximize goal accomplishments

The first learning problem is aimed at
learning a functional concept from instantia-
tions of the concept: what constitutes a par-
ticular norm context. For example, an “asking

for directions” (AfD) context might consist
of an inquirer intending to know how to get
to a particular place, and a responder pro-
viding the directions if they know them. This
interaction can take place in a great vari-
ety of physical and virtual conditions (at the
entrance of a mall, a parking lot, hotel lobby,
subway station, a sidewalk in a city) but could
also be through voice or text on a phone
(including social media. It seems very likely
that there will not be any particular environ-
mental features that all of these contexts have
in common other than the above mentioned
abstractions: two agents, one with an intent
to know (that manifests itself in different
ways), another with the potential to answer
the query. Hence, any algorithm that attempts
to characterize AfD contexts in terms of phys-
ical characteristics of the surrounding space,
the types of clothing the agents wear, or their
age, etc., will almost certainly fail or only be
able to capture parts of the norm concepts.
For norm contexts are “cluster concepts” (just
like most other human concepts) in that there
might be no single defining property that
fully characterizes all of them (some might
be defined by disjunctions, others by broad
concepts plus exceptions, etc.). The learning
algorithm must thus learn to abstract “all the
way” to the most general relevant features,
which could be represented in different ways
(e.g., logical form, natural language embedded
in a vector space, etc.). This abstraction learn-
ing could be accomplished by starting with
rich contextual features when experiencing an
AfD context for the first time, and with each
subsequent different encounter, the algorithm
could relax the context description until the
most general description has been obtained,
including mental states of other agents (such
as intentions or belief states); alternatively,
the agent might ask explicitly about what
constitutes such a context and use a natu-
ral language definition to perform “one-shot”
context learning, e.g., Scheutz et al. (2017).

The second algorithm then must learn
what norms apply in AfD contexts and how
to represent them. In the simplest case, norms
are obligations to act in particular ways, pro-
hibitions from performing certain actions, or a
mixture of both (more complex norms involve
temporal aspects that require more complex
formal representations, e.g., see Arnold et al.
(2021)). For example, if one knows the answer
to the directions query and has no good rea-
son to withold it, one ought to provide the
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directions. Reasons not to provide them could
include: conflicts with the responder’s privacy
(as when a stranger asks for directions to the
house of the direction provider, or their car
or their partner’s workplace); if the direction
provider is in a rush; the provider is not allow
to speak aloud (e.g., in a theater); a legal
reason not to aid the inquirer (e.g., helping
a robber on the run escape from a mall). A
simple norm representation might look like
this:

in(AfD − context) ∧

ITK(a, directionto(loc)) ∧

knows(b, directionto(loc)) → provide(b, a, directions(loc))

with a refined expression adding the “default”
exception clause “normal(AfD)-context” to
the antecedents (with non-normal AfD con-
text including the above described excep-
tions). But other representations are possible
(again, we could use natural language embed-
dings).

The above obligation to provide direc-
tions includes aspects of what information to
provide, which has to be learned as well: pro-
viding truthful information, indicating if one
is not sure about part of the directions, con-
firming that the directions were understood
by inquirer, and the like. Moreover, additional
norms might have to be acquired, such as the
norm to write down directions for a hearing
impaired person, to maybe walk the person to
the target location if it is close enough and
the person is vision-impaired, a child, or a for-
eigner not able to understand the directions.
Additional modifications might also have to
be learned– say, that the direction giver is
not obligated to perform any actions that
might be in some way risky (getting into the
car with the inquirer to drive to the tar-
get location, lending the inquirer the phone
with the direction shown on Google Maps)
or when attempts to communicate directions
can be abandoned (for instance, the inquirer
does not listen and keeps asking over and
over again, showing they are not interested in
understanding them).

The third algorithm then must learn how
the norms in the AfD trade off with norms
that are important from outside contexts, e.g.,
general norms such as “don’t lie,” “don’t hurt
a person,” “be polite,” “be respectful,” etc.
For example, the obligation for the responder
to be polite or to even provide the informa-
tion does no longer apply if the inquirer does
not show the appropriate demeanor (“hey

jerk, where’s the next pharmacy around here”
does not demand a response). There might
be an emergency in which directing someone
to an exit might only exacerbate a crowding
problem there, so that waiting before giving
any instructions could be the best option.

Finally, once all of the above aspects are
learned (at least to a sufficient level of pro-
ficiency), then within the space of allowable
actions the learner could presumably try to
fine-tune what optimal behavior (using an
optimization method like RL that takes nor-
mative constraints into account). Again, how-
ever, the incorporation of such a method is not
the first priority—rather, it is the acquisition
of the right norm constraints.

While we know how to solve the fourth
learning problem, the first three are open
research challenges that need to be addressed
(for some effort on resolving the second one,
see Kasenberg and Scheutz (2018)). They
need to grapple both with scarcity of data
(for understanding the scope of the spirit of
a norm) and the wealth of irrelevant informa-
tion that needs to be abstracted over (in order
to get at the core of what the norm attempts
to regulate). Most importantly, the learning
methods and representations need to allow
for the openness of norms, that they apply
in cases the agent may not have encountered.
Extending to the “open world” is a constitu-
tive aspect of norms in that they cover the
unknown, i.e., novel contexts in which they
ought to apply. Capturing the spirit of a norm
thus is the ultimate goal for agents operat-
ing in the open world, because enumerating
all possible contexts in which a norm applies
is not possible. The difficult and demanding
nature of this learning may invite practi-
cal assessment of how best to manage and
design systems with limited resources, but
pursuing open world agency without norm
constraints is to untether autonomous action
from responsible control.

Conclusion

That norms carry such subtlety and intricacy
that they have a “spirit” could seem reason
enough to steer clear of trying to encode them,
even if only partially. But even with mod-
est interactive ambitions for an autonomous
system, such a spirit for various norms will
be hard to avoid. Normative competence, and
norm learning, will need to feature varying
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levels of complexity while remaining accessible
to those in a system’s practical reach. The life
of norms depends on practices that are up for
new formulations, not a letter preserved with-
out ambiguity of interpretation and reimagin-
ing. At the same time, those practices hinge
on understood references and inferences, not
just a behavioral record. How much should
robots be designed to try to replicate such
judgments, especially around moral (not just
social) norms? Should norms be outside these
systems’ formal vocabulary? We have shown
that the burdens of interaction in social space,
however slight, make norms an imperative
feature for systems to recognize, communi-
cate about, and make transparent efforts to
uphold. We thus proposed a four-part learning
problem as a possible solution to addressing
the challenge of understanding and acquiring
the spirit of a norm and encourage the AI
community to tackle it, either by providing
alternative approaches to solutions or showing
what is still missing. Among the many threats
that algorithmic systems pose across society,
there is already high urgency to this interac-
tive problem. Whether it be with chat bots
inflicting psychological harm through ethi-
cally deficient expressions or autonomous cars
not making accountable, recognizable deci-
sions on the road, the fabric of norms cannot
be ignored.
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problem-solving, and instruction-based learn-
ing capabilities in open worlds.
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